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Cender Differences in Children's Experiences of the Family

Abigail J. Stewart and Anne P. Copelend k

%)
Very little is known about Hob) children experience and undet,stland

r-4
,

tr.\ their families; even Jest% is known about how children's views vary by.
. .

l(1 , .
4,

Lf1 gehder.. Data from the three projects were Analyzed with two'questions An

1 C I

.

\
1.

.

1 (:) minds do boys and girls.-attend to and respond to different aspects of family
\

.'' Liu - . .

life; and do chtldred in general experience the family as
..

4 ,

sex-differentiated? Ablysea aimed at these two questions we're expected to
.

add to ,out understanding of the sources of gender differences in adults14
,.

orientations to marriage and parenting. For example, if boys and gPals'differ

in whitt t4y notice ant-respond.to about their families of origin, we might

expect that adillt gender differencesare rootedin long-standing patterns of-

.

experience and behavior, or possibly even An innate differences responA0

dispositions.. If,,however, boys and girls respond 'similarly, but are exposed

N
to highly sex- differentiated ftmilies, adult gender differences may be'viewed

as more likety'the.tesult of'repeated and lengthy exposure to

sex - differentiated models than gender-based response, differences.,

'Retrospective data, regarding adult children's ,recall of their

parents' behavior were available from The Family Relationships 'and The

PregnatcyL,Parenthood Projects. In addition, from the-Family Changes

Project, a great deal' of data were available fro& a youriger generation of

6-42-yAar-olichildren about their Perceptions, feelings and beliefs about

1

both parents. It. must be noted, though; that these children were discussing

pAre'tfl recently,sepsrated.

1 . The measures from the three projects were all. different, and often

based on different types of dala (see Tabtel-). Fromhe Family Relationships

. . .

Project we had tWo measures which yielded/th de variables: tine Frilly
. , b

Relatifnships Scale.t.based on content anaiyais f an entire interview, and
v . ,

. 4.
t
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yielding an index of the maturity a orientation to the relationship and to

1

the other persbn, which was expresso') in the subjec-tla description of his or

her current refatronship with each parent; the 'Block Child-Reatirig -Practices'

, .

Report, filled out in terms of,the.adult child's recall of the parent's

. - '0 I $

child-rearing behavior in the pist, and yielding two independent,
...,

factor-analytic/Illy-derived scales 'for warm - accepting (10 itybs) and

authOrtiarian-controlling(7 items) t;eipavior.

From the Pregnancy and,Parenthoodkroject we also had two measures:

the degree to which adult children viewed themselves as currently like each

pare'nt in each of four.arieas(e.g., marriage, parenting, etc.); and the degree

a

to which adult children remembered each parent as having been warm and

nurturant towards them in the past (five items for each parent). Finally,
.10

from .the FamilN Changes Project, we had children's interview responses to

4three estions about each parent:"what are some of the things you like able
)

[your-mom/your dad]?"; "what-are some of the thiAs you don't like about (your
...

mom/your dad]?"; "why do.you think (hi/sherdoes that?" The.resgonses to these

%.1

questions were ceded into 2O presence/absence_bategories. These categories

included several describing warm and nurturant, as'well as disciplinary and

' hostile aspects of both parents. Thus, though the meastirei used were quite

different.in the different projects, there, was tome.similarlty in the

constructs aRsessed across them.

The data were, of course, analyzed separately, in eachProject;

.
. .

however, similar questions codld be asked across the studies: namely, do male

ehd female children.differ in how they view their. parents! behavior and,

traits; do children in general differ in hoW they vity their mothers vs.'
Ir,

fathers; and is .there an interaction between these two factors such that one
, .

gender of .child is particulaTly's4:;t1ve to a particular parent'? In*dther

words; awe use a Iwo-by-two --
.

or gender, of child by gender of.parent

3
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factorial design. Data will be reported for each of these questipns, across

the three studies..

Our notion'was.that if the pattern of the findings was consisellt
k-,

across the thrlie.studies and across descriptions of both papa and current

parent- child relationships, very robust and stable differences in childrenls

experience of the femly must be involved. If samples differing not only in

terms of the measures used, but, also the intactness of their family, their age

at the time of data collection, and the time in histoeflwhen'they were raised, .}

nevertheless showed gender of child orIgender of parer differences which were

/consistent, 'sot* very powerful force'for consistency must be present. If,

however, the two Adult samples which were both reared during the post-World

War II feminine mystique years, revealed differences, espeo4ally in their

recall of their parents in, the- past, and these differences were not found in

the sample of present day children, tree interpretations would be possible:

the adult samples and the current children.differ in thdlir length of exposure '1/4 .

to an intact, mo-parent family structure, their level of dognitiveand

personality development is different, And the socio-historic period in which

they were raised, was quite.diferent. Any of these variables might account for

there being more differences fn the adult than the chfld'sample.
-'.

.
,

Our first question was,Ithen, are there child gender differenced?
, .

i -1 '
The young adult men and women. in the Family Relationships Project did not

V

differ .in the degrte to which they expressed a mature orientation to theiT
.

.

. .

current relationships with their. parents. HoWrever, in describing their

parihts' past:behavior 101d attitudes on theBlock .Child-rearing Practic'es

Report, men (or, for these purposes, male children) Aeseribed both parents as

,both more warm and etcepting and more authoritarian and controlling than Aid

women ( or female children). on the other hat, adult female children in ;the

-pregnancy andParenthood Project tendid to descrtbe their .parents as
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t
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1
having been more nurturant than did adult mai children,-but did not diffet in

the degree to which they reported being Pike thelr parents now. The data from

the Family'Changes Project revealed very-few ci;ild'gender effeces.There was

only one significant difference out of 20 possible comparisons; only when

.

boyj were describing what things they chid not like lbout their parents did

they differ from girls, and here only in their 'More frequent statement that

there As nothing they disliked. In:general, then, we she some tendency for

dk Wale children Co be unable to artiOulate or 'describe negative sepects of their
4

parents, but the more striking result is how similar males and.femal' were in

their descriptions of their parents.

What about views of mothers vs. fathers as reported by their

children, though? Here, more differences emerge. In the Family 'Relationships

0 I

' Project, young adults,regardless of their gender, described mothers as having

been warmer, but also as more authOritarian and controllint, on the Block

Child Rearing Practices Report. Both adult males and females from this ptloject

1 also described thelr current relationships with their mothers in more mature

4
terlythan their current relationship with their father.. The women in the

Pregnancy and Parenthood Project also remembered their mothers as having been

more nurturant than their4fathers.

From the childrenin the lmily Changes Proect,'we get confirmation

of this pattern of differentiating mothers and fathers. In 9 out of 20

comparisons, mothers and fathers were differently described and in two more

there were trends for a difference. Children more often reported for here
1

than fathers that they interacted with them'("she plpys with me Ind etuff") .

* ,
. .

.

...

and expressed affection toword them ("she's really nice to me"). 'They also

'a

. reported Hiking physical attributes of their mothers,more often than fathers.

When asked what they di4 not llke'about each parett,vothers ere moreoften

criticiged for disciplining than were father ,Apt fathers were more often

criticized for having an 4nadequatere1ationphip with the mother in some way.

e

,

;_.. -walk , . ,
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These responses teemed `to reveal a broader difference in the
14

children's relations with both parents. Thus, after answering the question

about what they did not like about a parent, children were asked "Why do. yoU

think she, or he, does that?" Children said mothers, wilc\, as noted earlier,

were, criticized for disciptintng them too much, did that because the children

deserves it. Fathers,,desci-ibed more as havinlean inadequate relatiolehip

V A

with the mothers, were thought by the child to do thatbecaur. of some

internal negative trait on the fathers' part (Much as "He's just that type of
4

person" or "he's just got a mean temper"). In addition, children said "I don't

know" more to this follow-up questidn about, fathers than mothers -- perhaps ,

because they have less exposure to their fathers, or because their fathers are

less inclined to explain their actions to.them than are 6heir mothers.

Finally, children were more likely'to say of the'ir fathers "I can't think of
a

41.

Lh

anything I -don't like" or "There's nothing I don't like about him." Whether

A

14this inability to articulate negative characteristics of the'. fathers'', it

least in response to an Open-endeil question, results froth these children's

recent, separations from their fathers', or from lack of detail$d knowledge of

.

and closeness to their fatheret is unclear
1

1

Our last question was, do children of differentgenders difftr in

their views of their mothers and fathers? In most cases, no such differences.

emerged. Thus, in the Family Changes Project, out of 20 variables, the only .

significant interaction of child gender by parent gender suggested that girl*

were more likely than boys io mention their mother's physical attributes as
4 o

something they liked about them; they also mentioned these more than physical

attributes of their fathers. qimilirly, there was Only'a trend for the

interaction of parent and child gender for adult children On the Family
. , .

. Relationships Project. That tirend suggested that educe females described more,

o
mature relationships with their mothers than with their fathers or than males '' ,

a. 0 1

444: '% -. 4:4;1;4'4%;
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deacribed,with either parent. Finally, where it might seem most likely, in the

rating of which parent one is currently most liket-there was no interaction
p.

for adult Children from the Pregnancy and Parenthood Pioject. However, from

the two samples of adult children, one set of consistent interactionsAid
..,

emeirge. In the Family Relationships Project, there was an interaction' for
.

,
.

young adults' ratings, of 'their parents' warmth dons remembered.their_
/

mothers,a0 being warmer and more aoceptin.g than di,d2daughters.

daughters tended to see 'their fathers as less authoritarian and controlling.

tan did sons, and less authoritarian and controlling than they saw their

mothers. On the other hand, sons,, while not distinguishing their parentp on

this factor, *al.; both parents as more authoritarian and,controlling than

daughters saw either parent. Similarly, in the Pregnancy and Parenthood

Project, sons, in particular, saw their fathers as less nurturing than thiir

mothers and ab---less~ nurturing than daughters.saw them In the adult, samples,

then,but not the current child sample, a differential view of the past

nurtur bee of the two parents was present in male land female subjects 'from
/

. .

these twb separate projecte. -

/ -)
,

I
...,,

What can we conclude from this pattern of results? First, and most

clearly, We have found clear'iender.of parent differences in all three

vf

studies.. These
diff1

erencesdespite variec measures, are also quite
_

consistent, indidating that our adult children recall, and our contemporary

children experience, their mothers and fathers as different in the same Way.

In all three itudies., mothers are described or rated as warmer and more

4

nurturant then fathers. This does not seem to result from children simply

"liking",eheir mothers better though, since motheis and fatherp were not

--described as differing in desirable personalities, skills', or the tendency to

4

do nice -thingslor children. Moreover, mothers-were oleo rated, in Moth

studies with relevant measures, as the more disciplinary or Controlling
A



parent. Overall, mothers seem literally to be experienced, in all three

studies, as the more "parental" p king both affection and.

limits. In contra fathers seem -- even t contemporary families

-- both not to be perceived in tiptoe paren al .rms, and not'to be seen as
* '

fully intelligible tope child.

In contrast to:this clear sex-differentiated pattern in terms of
A

ssk

children's views of their parents, tte were no consistent'gender of child
* .

effects at all. Thdb, there is no basis for belleving_that the differences

perceived as present in the parents (and, indeed, according to the evidence of

the last paper, actually present in the parents) reaulefrom early gender

differences in children. In fact, the pattern of gender of child 65, gender of
J

patent -interactions provides'some suggestion that Our contemporary children
1

rn

--tat least in some small way -- be experidncing somewhat less

. .

der-differfntiation in the family than past children have. In both adult
t

samples, adult males recalled their fathers as having been less nurturant than

did females, and as less, nurturant than their'mothers. Moreover, in the

Family Relationships Proje'et,Pthe adult males recaljed both parents', but
dt

.especially fathers, was more conteolling than did girls. These kinds of

intetactions were not present in the contemporary Family Changes Project data

at all.

It may be, then, that in the past boys and girls were not only

exposed to gender-differentiated parents, but were also themselvea

differentiated along gender, lines by those parents. As adults, then, fhese

boys and girls Tarry &limner' images of mothers and fathers' behavior, but

those images have different intensity or affective meaning. Thus, though both
1

males and females viewed their mothers as more nurturant than their fathers,

thls.differenti"ating was more extrem for males than females. The
-1

contemporary childrefi do seem to see heir mothers and fathers very much as

-
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J4

the older
4
generation saw their' parents -- but the male and female children do

- not differ in their perspective on their parents, at least atfthis age.

It it impossible to know for sure whether this common,

gender-irrele4ant perspective on gender-differentiated par can be

lit maintained. Even more,' we cannot &now whether this shared understanding could

. L
form a basis -- along with\years of:gender-irrele4ant socialization -- for

\V V

future men and women to produce families with less gender-based parent roles.

An alternative possisbility is, of course, thattoday's children, der years

of exposure to gender-differentiation inside-and outside the family, will

become adults whose basic experience of the faltily is genderIlinked in a way
10.0.

-that their experience as children-is not.

,fs
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Table 1
' . ,

,
4 . -A

,

/

Meas
,

rea Used to Asses Children's Experience of .their Patients
. 4

li4 t , . ,

r-

IATALL124411201/212/21211(longitudinal study of adult children's. changing
relationships with their parento,Ifspouses and children)

4

;Mai. ion h a Scales interview measure of current maturity of,
orientati n to the relationship and the other

Block Child-RearABli atitiSsa AePorts paper and pencil report by adult
child, on,aeven-point scales, of parent's behavior and attitudes in
the pastl, two hcales: Warmth-afrection; Authoritarian-controlling

11...1.2512assithisiLPrenance(longitudinal study of families experiencing-
addition of a family member from. pregnancy to that child's. fifth birthday).

SieitaLriti to Parents.Bcald,paper and pencil report on five-point
scales, of degree to which adult child is currently-like each
parent in four areas (personality, varenting, marital relationship,

01nd hopee and wishes).
-

frisnelebead Nurtur e And Involvement Scale,: paper and pencil!`
report oaji e-point scales, of, how nurturant and invol+ed

-each parent was, in relation to.them, when they were "a
younkchad"(five items each).-

Changes Pro study of families experiencing parental
separation,,

AP

Lik di' 8 Ct8 o ar t(six codes) Presence or absence of child
option of liking parent because he /she: (1) treats:

me well;(2)interacts with(playi with) me; (3) 4presees
affection; has particular ('4) skills.and abilitles;
(5)j)bysical attributes; otL(6) personality traits

codee),Presence or absence of child
mention,ofdisliking parent because he/she (1) disciplines;'.
(2)dieplaye objectionable beheviOrs(e.g., drinking;ftmoking)
(3)has obAitionable personality characteristics;(4)is

inadequate as a parent; (5)ttests(the child's other
parent badly..

',...22aiasityaeLteiszat=1.1.1t1t(tour codes). Pre:ence/aisetice of child
mention,of liking or disliking everything or nothijg about

4 the parent
A ribution r e of disliked as ect five c des Presince/absence

of child s judgment of reason for die iked parent character-
P istWast(I)chi1d ddIsset know teisbni (2) negative parent

state(e.g., :bad mood, tired); (3) negative'pareht trait
(e.g,sparont is:mean;(4)parentls correct(e.g.# discipline

1 1is deeerved);(5)parent,is weklMeaning though incorrect (he
thinks that will help, but it doesn't)

Ny"

h
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.Table 2
Gender Differences. in Children's

v.

Experience of the family

2

yroject
3.11011.1.9.1121.41.112E1DEll Trinds AR LiateL..seet

FRP

P&P

FCP

CHILD GENDER DIFFEREN S
I

Warmth on Blocklmales 'high)
Controlling on Bloek (males,
high)i kff

Reiembered
nurturance
(female high)

N1thing disliked(males highY x ass affec-

'Current relaffonship
maturity I

CUrreni similarity

'"

All other codes

FRP

P&P

FCP

ti

liked
( ale high)

Phys cal-attri-
butes. liked
(fmale high)

PARENT GENDER DIFFERENCES

Current relationship matg-
. ity (mothers higher)

Warmth on Block (mothers
high)
Controlling on Block
mothers high)

Remembered iimrturance
(mothers higli)

Liked sects
Interacts mothers high)
Expresses' affection
(mothers high)

Physical atttibutes
(mothers high) ,

ti Dislike as acts
Discipline (igothera high)
Negative relations with
(father4 high)

IDability Siz e cribe
Dislike nothing father
high)

Attributed source of dislike
_ am."

Don't know father h,gh f

Negative trait (father
high)

I.diserved it (mother higih)

PI

A

Current similarity

Treats me well
Skills
Personality

Personality , Behaviors
(mother high) jatental-inadequacy

aspect
Negative state .1
(mother. high)

1.1

Like nothing
Like everything
Dislike everything

Well-meaning

AN.


